--_ This ,paper--discusses and _provides:-.scse -preliminary data on errorS. in _API; :programming: Data were attained 1y analyzing listings of 148 complete and :partial_ AFI-. Siudent terminal rooms at the University cf. ulterta. ireOenties-Of -errors: for the various error -messages are tarulated. The data,: Lhowever, are 10ited because they .pitvide, LC_ detailed '. inftrmation on how each etrci'tyPe. was -caused-and do. fitt,_irclUde ltgic eircis-, The-_-_-data-indicate that assignment errors'. are -the most ctmiecin type;_ and -that syntactic and semantic errors are abcut,egbally. fregrent.
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Reproductionssupplied by EDES are the best that Oar te made Gould, 1975; Shneiderman, 1977) and to relate the study of programming behavior to general psychological research (e.g., Cooke S Bunt, 1975 (-1577) provide a.comprehensive and interesting study of APL Usage; honeWer, they aid hot report error data in thisstudy. The present paper--provid-eS--a discussion and sone preliminary data on errors in APL programing.
Error Types in APL Youngs (1974) classified programming errors into 4 broad categories: Because of this generality, multiple causality of error messages is common in APL. Figure 1 illustrates this problem. In Figure 1A , a student defined a nonadic function The sean duration of these sessions was 31. There were no instances of systea variable error aessages in the sample.
Many instances of some error aessages were due to the reports errors and attempts-to help-the student 'repair then interactively .
ec a use---C-A P I e -driven to haie GAPS vcikks, for all language to which tableis At present_ tableS exist for -E*TRAII,-.an&-00BOL. The CAPS system consists of an -edit-Aime and OnT_t-iice-=error analizer, an editoi,, a file Manager-, and the -error table aidinterpreter for each langOage. It also leatarea: a acoMmon misconception table": -which contains:information 'about-the language which is a potential, trouble. spot and templates _for the help to be proiiided_ if that -problen, arises.
---IreegardlesS of Which approach is 'timed in the design of a, problem solving _labOta-ry, a, -considerable mount of detailed information about -programming -error* in the target language.-Lust"be-tnown.--means a" reasonably complete list of the of the-skills involve_ d_ in learning I.PL. 
